
Using the Search Feature
At the top of the page is a search bar, where you can search your personally created, 
customer, or the Lee Supply Catalog. To search the Lee Supply catalog select 
“Products” and any or all categories you would like to search.  To search a customer 
created catalog select “Customer” and you can search a catalog that has been created 
based on your past purchases. To search a catalog that you have created select 
“Personal” and you will be able to search all of the products that you have put into 
your catalog.

The search feature scans our database of thousands of different items and looks for 
matches and displays the results in order of relevance. Using the search feature you 
can search for: Product Number, Product Description, Category Names, Attribute 
Name, and Manufacturer’s Number all by just typing it into the search field and clicking 
the search button.
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After you click the search button the search results will display. Above the search 
results a “Search Within” field will display where you can narrow your results even 
further. 



To the right of the search within field the number of results and pages of results will 
display, you can click the page number to select a specific page or click the arrow to go 
to the next page of the search results. Next to the page number display is the “Sort” 
option, from there you can sort the products by product, description, and price. To sort 
the search results choose the option you want from the drop down sort menu.

To the right of the sort options are the “Display” options where you can choose how 
many items you would like to display per page and the format you in which you would 
like to display each item. You have the option to display the results in a grid or linier 
and each are represented as buttons and by clicking the button the results will reflect 
the chosen option.


